
Year 5 
 

Earthquake Zones and Volcanoes 

This is the Summer term topic for Year 5 with a Geography focus. 

 

We will look at the physical 
features of our world: 
 
We will be exploring 
volcanoes and earthquakes; 
the different types of 
volcanoes and the 'ring of fire' 
- an amazing area of the world 
where most of the volcanoes 
and earthquakes may be 
found. 
 
We will be learning about the 
incredible range of 
temperature zones from the 
poles to the tropics and how 
the vegetation and animals 
differ in these places. 
 
We will learn about where we 
find our most precious life and 
economic resources. 
 
We will use our previous 
Science learning to revisit how 
major mountain chains have 
formed over many millions of 
years. 
 
We will look at the human 
features of our world: 
 
We will learn about how 
countries trade their natural 
resources and how this affects 
the economy in different 
zones throughout the world.  
 
We will learn about how the 

Topic focus: Geography 

English Fiction from our literary heritage 
Report writing - Information Leaflets - linking to our Topic 

unit. 
Instructional writing - linking to writing a risk assessment for 

our Science unit. 
Poetry – vocabulary building 

Poet appreciation 
Take One Book - The Ice Bear 

We will also be learning the spelling rules for the Year 5 and 6 
statutory spelling list. 

Maths Maths No Problem 
Decimals and Percentages 

Geometry 
Position and Movement 

Measurements 
Area and Perimeter 

Volume 
Roman Numerals 

Science As chemists we will be exploring irreversible changes with a 
focus on the working scientifically skills linked to evaluation. 

Art and Design 
(Design 

Technology) 

We will find out about how one of the biggest challenges in 
earthquake zones is to create buildings that can withstand the 

shake of an earthquake.  

Computing We are architects 
*3D modelling 

*Creating virtual tours 
*Develop familiarity with a simple CAD (computer aided 

design) tool 
*Develop spatial awareness by exploring and experimenting 

with a 3D virtual environment 
 

We are web developers 
*Develop their research skills to decide what information is 

appropriate 
*Understand some elements of how search engines select and 

rank results 
*Question the plausibility and quality of information 

*Develop their understanding of e-safety and responsible use 
of technology 

PSHCE Relationships 
Friendships 
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Year 5 
 

natural extracts of the world 
are extracted such as 
rainforest timber, fish and 
even helium and how 
scientists are trying to develop 
new energy resources and 
technologies. 
 
We will continually refer to 
how communities and 
engineers deal with volcanic 
eruptions and earthquakes. 

Boyfriends and Girlfriends 
Cyber-safe 

Changing Me 
Self  body image 

Girls Puberty 
Boys Puberty 

Transition to Year 6 

MfL Spanish 
Days of the week 

Months of the year 
Asking and answering questions about ourselves 

Consolidation 

RE Sacred texts and stories, their guidance and impact 
Taking responsibility for living together, values and respect 
Reflecting on ethics; what is right and wrong, just and fair 

Music Warm Up Games (including vocal warm ups) 
Games 

Learn to Sing the Song 
Play Instruments with the Song 

Improvise with the Song (and optional extension activities) 
Compose with the Song  

Perform the Song 

Drivers 
 
 

Global 
Understanding 

Link to global 
climate changes: 
Climate Change - 
The Facts (David 
Attenborough). 

'The Week Junior' 
- used throughout 

lessons when 
appropriate to 

highlight current 
affairs. 

Palm Oil. 

Resilience 
To research 

using several 
sources. 

To steer the 
theme to areas 
in which they 

become 
interested - and 
follow a line of 
enquiry based 

learning. 

First Hand 
Experiences 

Trip to Natural 
History Museum to 

learn about 
Earthquakes and 

Volcanoes. 
 

Visitors 

 

Values 
Responsibility 

Resilience 
Respect 

Determination 

 
 
 
SMSC 
             Spiritual                 ✓                                         Moral                              ✓ 

             Social                      ✓                                        Cultural                           ✓ 

British Values 
❑ Democracy                                           Individual Liberty         ✓                            Mutual Respect         

❑ Rule of Law                                          Tolerance                       ✓    


